The Adventure of Darkness in the Forest

By Joshua D (1/2H)

One dark scary night mother bat was making her little nest nice and neat, then she sat down and waited for her little bats. Mother bat lived with every bat in her family except her great grandmother. In the deepest, darkest cave in the most scariest vicious place in the forest, no one dared to ever catch its prey at midday because it is far too dangerous, besides they had to sleep! Just then mother bat had two very cute little baby pups. Their names were Darkness and Darkest. Darkest was a girl and Darkness was the boy.

As they were getting used to the cave Darkest asked “Can we go out and explore?”

“No” moaned Darkness.

“Only Daddy goes out there” replied Mum.

Darkest was getting sooo bored of the cave she didn’t go anywhere else.

“Can we ppplleeaaassee go outside?” she asked.

“Ok, I’ll take you” answered Mum.

“Yeah!” shouted Darkest.

“Rrrrrr” sighed Darkness.

Mother bat and Darkest zoomed softly and silently as they soared through the twisty trees.

“I love it” explained Darkest.

“I finally get to feel the fresh air”, exclaimed Darkest.

Suddenly Darkest spied something moving in the bushes. Fast as lightning, Darkest flew down and caught it.

“Well done” whispered Mother bat.

Zip, zip through the trees back to the nest. Darkest asked her father if she could go hunting again. Darkness stayed with mum.

Mum said “It is okay to feel nervous just do it afraid”.

The next night Darkness followed Darkest into the forest. Darkest caught something in her eye but then Darkness saw it too. He quickly overtook Darkest and grabbed it. Then they headed back to the nest.